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temperature limits, the characteristic length 1 of the material must be 
relatively temperature independent.    In this case the temperature limits will be 
determined by the decreasing mobility and increasing coercivity at the low temp- 
erature limit and by decreasing wall energy at the high temperature limit.   A 
10 K bit bubble device (24 ym period) fabricated on YEuTmGalG has been operated 
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active bubble sensors in a bridge detecting 180 deg apart half conductor shorted 
chevron cetectors are used which have slightly smaller sensitivities. 

Except for the detector comparison no device development was performed on 
this program. Also no effort was made to develop or improve bubble materials 
for device applications. 
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SECTION  1. 

INTRODUCTION 

the B TXZ rrtefsf^^roXs «fp^Ä« 
the u.a. AirJ"1      fpaqibilitv for use in Air Force memory applications.   The program 

thf 'lirThe Alr%7r"te a the trA" ita developme« I. understandable 

their inherent resistance to high levels of radiation. 

Tnd parameters, and passivation techniques, which are all Part ^ th « e^rt        very 
important in determining the magnetic properties of the permalloy films. 

T** «pnnnri maior effort is the development ot temperature compensating 

diameter is directly proportional to the characteristic length.   Other O^6™®'"" 
parameter   whfch a'ffecUhe temperature operation of bubble J^ 0« f^Xue^Lr- 
IZ the wall energy <rw. and the coercivity.   The improvement of the material temper 
a^re dependent properties is not part of this program. 

carried out in Phase II of this program (Section 5). 

'Hll.i^ifJiiv'i.ii'-V.f- 
■ ■, ;-^^ ^A^V-mi^Hi-^J.a» 



Lastly, this report discusses the bubble hardware fabricated on this program 
and delivered to the Air Force (Section 6).   The hardware consists of ten 10K bit 
bubble devices fabricated on YEuTm.es GalG bubble material having 6Hm bubble 
diameters and bias/drive structures'employing electromagnetic bias coils or temper- 
ature compensated permanent magnet bias structures.   A magnetic bubble domain 
exerciser capable of operating single or quadrature shift registers or major minor 
loops is also provided on this phase of the program. 

mnutim   ..,■:.  ~~ 



SECTION 2 

PERMALLOY TEMPERATURE STRESS/ANNEAL AND PASSiVATION STUD.ES 

2.1  PURPOSE OF STRESS/ANNEAL STUDIES 

The obiecuve of this study phase  '• ^«Ä^'ÄT.CSS" 1 

forming techniques used tf, P1^« ^ ™^f"° atlM of the film deposition and pattern 
Stability measurements will ^f.**6.fP^ fa^ of failure modes 

microscopic permalloy circuit element behaviour. 

b
rr the ^rX^ÄÄftÄÄ to tfe ^ehavtou. ot the 

actual operating devices on accelerated stress test series. 

ThP nermallov stability experiments are designed to include all the pertinent 
T . r^H     4^7 maenetoresistivity), electrical (resistivity (P)) and physical 

degradation in an accelerated corrosive atmosphere. 

2.2    ANNEALLING RESULTS 

Tnitiallv   six groups of permalloy films (2000A) were sputter deP°sited at 

™ge of 150 C to 350 C in 50 C Intervals.   The resnlts of the anneal ,xpenn,ent are 

L 



..      es , 1 and 2-2.   «The coerCvUy and ^f^^ZlttZl 
rsu^Ä'd^ onr In .oop apparataa. -20 Oe, 

step)- .,„ ^onrmition rate through 
N„te tha. those .««, sttU a.ow a dependence ^^tT^e^mot 

,K. final 350 C anneal step as shown in Figure ^ l.      d
s      lva,ent bulk resistivity (P,) 

- :«rS i^ u^z^^TA^^^xttz, up normalued to the.r as depo of ^ ^ films,    rhe temp       temperature. 

2 3    X-RAY  ANALYSIS 

other (No. 322) deposited at a high rai   i 

(350 C)' ... flrv x ray diffraction analysis of these films can be 
The results of the preliminary X-ray ditir 

summarized as follows: 

1. 

fSrdlÄÄÄ'r» ot a re...^ hl.hhacugroind 

rion and No.   322 shown 
In the as-deposited ^^ZZv^ height   There are also 
marked differences mtheir^diffrac^^ P ^ ^ ^ ^ 

diff 
but . 
X-ray intensity. 

2.   Aft.r anneaUU* W C ^« f^a^S" on'In fJ =" 
diftraC,l0^retreSSoe^Sttoysamp,es remain as easny 

rSsh'Ih.e9fsTey were prior to anneaUing. 

The differences in peaU height ^^^^^ ^/Ä önf. V 

•   ^n^e^Strn^^^^^ - Vapor-.eposited Copper „ms. 

II Effects of Annealing,"  J. A. P.   4»^»    ' 
4 

2. 
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Preliminarv X-ray diffraction data obtained from several permalloy samples 
have demtTate'd the advisability of using a crystal monochromator to reduce back. 
ground density levels. A curved graphite crystal ^^^^^^XcS dThese 
WhUe awaiting delivery, a review of data analysis procedures was conducted. These 
TocXes involved correction of the data for removal of systematic errors and the 
subsSuent ca[cu^ation of the several parameters required to determine macrostram. 
mtZrains stacking fault probabilities, particle size distributions, and preferred 
orientation effects. 

The oeak analysis will be applied in conjunction with isochronal and isothermal 
anneal eweriments in order to quantify the nature of the anneal effects on permalloy 
mms   Xse series will begin as soon as the X-ray techniques have been sat.sfactorlly 

established. 

The computer program for Fourier analysis of the ^r^ P^J«^ 
written and has been tested.   The program successfully performs the basic Fourier 
analysis. 

2.4    X-RAY STANDARD 

To follow structural changes with the annealling of sputtered NiFe films, it is 
necessary to have a suitable reference standard.   Although g ass is used convenüon- 
ally   a specific substrate material has not been determined; therefore, fUrns of 
permalloy approximately 2.4 microns thick, were sputter depos.ted on different 
substrates.   The sub träte materials under investigation were glass, »^0» (111) 
with a 5000 A thermal oxide, gadolinium gallium garnet (111) and sapphire (1102). 
M er the initial deposition the films were annealled at 290oC in vacuum for 13 hr 
Af er each annealling cycle, the structure of the films were characterized from X-ray 
^fracUon cMa obtafned wi^h a conventional Norelco X-ray diffractometer using 
copper radiation monochromatized with a curved graphite crystal    A series of 
dXactlon peaks, both first and second order reflections, were obtained for these 
films     The indiv\dual peaks were scanned at speed of 1/4« (20) per min m order to 
älTect any changes in the shape of the peaks.   The samples were then vacuum annealled 
at 290 C three more times and the X-ray analysis repeated after each ^dividual 
annealling treatment for a total of 147 hours.   The permalloy films were examined 
after each annealling treatment.   With the exception of sapphire, an X-ray pattern of 
fpolycrystalline material was obtained on each of the other substrates     After the 
second annealling period, there appeared to be no change in the shape of the  ines 
(as determined by visually comparing the shape before and after each annealling cycle). 
On the sapphire substrate, the absence of X-ray diffraction peaks could floate either 
a totally amorphous film or a perfect single crystal film.    The single crystal film can 
he ruled out since the magnetic properties of this film on   sapphire were identica  to 
the reS of heTemalloy füms on other substrates.   A single crystal füm would imply 
excessively high coercivity.   One weak peak that appears could correspond to the 
(111) reflection of the NiFe film. 

Conventional Lau^ back reflection photographs were taken of three of the samples 
after the fourth annealling cycle.    (The stticon specimen was ^.^^^^L. 
sample was broken during the final annealling cycle).   Polycrystalline (111) rings wc re 
Sn^d from films on both the glass and gadolinium garnet substrates    The unitormity 
of the rings denotes a high degree of crystalline isotropy, in other words no preferred 
in-planTorientation.   The single crystal pattern of the GGG substrate can also be seen. 

■^^^M*M^*M*^ — kiliMh^&*lü^&^&X 



The pattern obtained on the sapphire sample showed a small segment of an incomplete 
ring which could indicate that there is preferred orientation in the sample after 
anneallinR.   Once suitable standards are obtained, the broadening and shifting of the 
diffraction peaks of test samples will be analyzed by Fourier methods to determine 
the nature and distribution of defects as a function oi deposition conditions and 
thermal treatments.   The nature of the permalloy films as deposited in our laboratory 
can be summarized as being mono-crystalline with a strong preference for the (111) 
to be normal to the film plane.   The film crystallites however, possess complete 
random orientation in the plane of the film. 

When it is established that a suitable reference standard has been achieved, 
permalloy fUms (4000 Ä) with widely different magnetic properties will be examined 
on the diffractometer during a series of isochronal anneal steps.   The films will be 
sputtered at deposition rates ranging from 1.5 to 7A/sec. and deposited onto sub- 
strates at temperatures ranging from 100-300oC. 

Detailed annealling experiments will be performed in the range 100-300oC 
intervals, each anneal being 12 hours duration, on the permalloy films.   Results of 
the diffractometer measurements will be correlated with magnetic and electrical 
measurements. 

2.5    PERMALLOY PASSIVATION 

The purpose of this portion of the permalloy effort is to address the question 
of how to achieve an isolation of the NiFe (permalloy) circuit film pattern from 
deleterious effects of a gaseous ambient.   It is evident that a vacuum or a nonreactive 
ambient, e. g. argon, would provide isolation from corrosive attack on the permalloy 
by e.g. oxygen.    However, this would requ-re a hermitic package seal.   The emphasis 
here is to investigate the feasibility of an in-process fabrication technique which would 
serve the dual purpose of protecting the bubble device from physical damage as well 
as chemical corrosion. 

In several instances, there was observed on nonpassivated bubble permalloy 
propagation circuits a phenomena where the permalloy elements became jelly-like 
in appearance and essentially transparent.    It appeared to spread in the permalloy 
element, in time, as if spreading like a disease.    Eventually the entire element lost 
its metallic appearance.   It did not seem to be any large area effect since neighboring 
elements of a contaminated element could survive for a much longer period, intact, 
indeed even surrounded by (■ompletely "diseased" elements. 

An example this pia$i e can be seen in the bubble circuit shown in Figure 2-3. 
Figure 2-4 and 2-5 show WÜarged photomicrographs of a chevron stretcher detector. 
Notice from the transmission photo in Figure 2-4 that the effect appears to start at 
the boundary of an element and progress toward the center.   Note also that there are 
several uncontaminated elements in a sea of contaminated permalloy. 

This deterioration was termed as the permalloy "plague".    When observed, the 
"plague" would usually have occurred within several days to a week after the circuit 
fabrication had been completed.    It also appeared to be accelerated in the presence 
of sunlight such as might happen when a circuit was left on a desk near a window for 

b -_»  ^-.. ^   ^  -.^--.M-   -..   »^   ..J i MI ■niifrfr.fiir im- -   - " --•"   ..^.^.^^^.-fc-^ 













The oxygen, «.er and M-Me ^^^ttZXZ^f^ 

N° ^ Fe co^ponenu are completely exhausted.    A     h.a^.nt. i5o0c ^ 
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^Äloh-S ^L^e^crÄr^^colnclded with the absence of 

occurrences of the "plague". 
. u       • 0 .np instance where the bubble circuit requires 

The plague described here is one ins^ wne This     ^ of the program is 
protection or passivation ^^Ä^^/for Ä circuits.   Emulsitone is 
directed toward developing Passivf l°n^f „ur attempts to use Emulsitone as a 
one of the possible passivation m^%^lsTn through 2-13 are typical examples 
passivation agent were not ^W^l'I^^y cXt^itB on garnet and glass upon which 
of the results.   These figures ^WP*™*^*™        (.0

6
min>    The films were 

7n Emulsitone film had been spun and 0^ a   ^ L ^ ^ stage ^ 
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still looked good with no evidence of ^e cr^U«-   » acetone resulted ln the 
de cleaning (to remove the protective photoresi    ^.^ that the s   au thermal 

:s^^Si^=^ 
x^^^^^^^^-rhas led us to abandon any 
Spts to use Emulsitone as a passivating agent. 

For the present, the passivation study will ^ Umit^o the u- 0^ Dow^Corning 

709.   Th: galley films will ^^^^0^^^^^ solution of 0.1 NHC£ 
air and corrsosion step stress ^ f ^"^^ b

P
ecauSe of the highly reactive 

maintained at 90oC.   The HC* ^^"^^loj at elevated temperatures   as noted 
nature of the ce and H20 vapor with he permjUor u ^^^ permalloy films will 
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SECTION 3. TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION TECHNIQUES 

In military applications magnetic bubble memories will be required to 
operate over wide temperature ranges while maintaining nonvolatility under zero power 
conditions.   Permanent magnet bias strur^ures can be used to maintain the de bias 
field necessary for nonvolatility; hov jver, without temperature compensating techniques 
the temperature variations of present bubble materials (especially bubble size 
variations) limit device operation to narrower temperature limits then would be 
obtained If the diameter remains constant.   It is a goal of this program to develop the 
temperature compensating techniques which maintain a constant bubble diameter and 
Increase the temperature operating range.   The desired device operating temperature 
range Is 250C ± 50oC; however, as bias field compensation can only compensate for 
bubble diameter variation and not other material parameter variations (Appendix A andB) 
operating ranges this wide will only be attainable as Improvements In material tempera- 
ture dependences are made. 

Two zero power temperature compensating techniques which were considered 
were the temperature dependent shunt and the temperature dependent magnet techniques. 
The shunt technique can principally be used with bubble materials having positive 
temperature coefficients while the T-dependent magnet approach Is principally used 
with negative temperature coefficient materials.   The two techniques, of course, could 
be combined to give added flexibility In tailoring the temperature coefficient of the bias 
structure.   Tailoring can also be accomplished by combining magnets having different 
temperature coefficients. 

Although It appears that less temperature dependent materials will not have 
positive temperature coefficients the shunt technique will be described for completeness. 
However, before the bias compensation techniques are discussed some material con- 
siderations which effect the device temperature operating limits will be presented. 

3.1  MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Bubble material parameters are temperature dependent and will affect the 
operating range of bubble devices.   In this section an overview of the temperature 
dependence of bubble materials Is given.   A more complete discussion with experimental 
results focusing on the composition YEuTm.65 GaTG Is presented In Appendix D.   Also 
presented in this section Is a summary of the material considerations which apply to 
temperature stable device operation. 

3.1.1   Temperature Dependence of Bubble Materials 

For a particular device pattern period the bubble diameter must be maintained 
close to its optimum value which Is In the neighborhood of one-quarter of the pattern 
period.   In general the domain diameter Is temperature dependent (Figure D-l, 
Appendix D) being determined by the characteristic length and the ratio of the bias field 
and the magnetization.   If the diameter drifts too far from Its optimum values the 
device operating margin will narrow resulting In Increased error rates. 

For a particular material a bias field variation exists which can maintain a 
constant bubble diameter with temperature (Figure D-3, Appendix D).   The temperature 
range over which the bias field can be compensated is limited by the temperature 
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variation of the collapse and stripout bubble diameters (Figure 3-1).   If the bubble size 
is at the center of this margin at temperature T0, the upper temperature limit is 
determined by bubble collapse at Tu.   Similarly the lower temperature limit Tj is 
determined by bubble stripout.   Device operation will degrade when the collapse and 
stripout points are approached, thus the operating temperature range may even be 
smaller than that shown in Figure 3-1. 

Even though the diameter variation can be compensated by varying the bias field 
it is essential to improve the basic temperature variation of the bubble stability 
margins     When this is achieved as in the case of YEuTm compounds (Appendix D) the 
temperature operation becomes limited by other materials parameters which cannot 
be compensated for by simple bias field compensation techniques.   As Figure D-6, 
Appendix D, illustrates the bubble velocity for a given drive field decreases as the 
temperature decreases.   Thus the possibility exists that at the lower temperature the 
material may become mobility limited for a given device operating data rate.   This 
failure determines the lower temperature limit.   The high temperature limit is deter- 
mined by the wall energy which decreases as the temperature increases.   As can best 
be determined at the present time wall energies of 0.1 ergs/cc or greater are required 
for reliable device operation.   Thus when the wall energy falls below this value the 
possibility of spontaneous domain nucleation or stripping on the permalloy pattern may 
occur.   To obtain temperature operating margins beyond that obtainable using tempera- 
ture compensation, materials with less temperature sensitive parameters will have to 
be developed.   This task is complicated not only by higher mobility requirements but 
also by dynamic conversion effects which are not well understood at the present time 
(see Appendix A). 

1 

COLLASPE ' 

MAX R.T. MAX 
T - T 
LOWER UPPER 

TEMPERATURE 

Figure 3-1.   Collapse and Stripout Limitations to Constant Bubble 
Diameter Compensation 
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a. 1.2 Constant Diameter Considerations 

ment bias field compensation. ^ ^^ 

Bias field compensating techniques can o*^^ «^ 
as a result of temperature variations.   Eq 3.    give 

bubble domains 

« 4 JL A -F A 
(3.1) 

h    4TTM 
vh' n ^       A 

,     M „(3)    0 is the characteristic length, and 
where F(d/h) Is the -agnetosta^ force function    ^ 'heohj ^ ^ paramete this 

d Is the domain diameter in a film of tWcW^sa n       differentiatlng this equation with 
tma ron except h are ^f^^^^tiiinUcX imposed which lead to certain 
aspect to temperature four different ^^ diameter condition.   These 
conditions that must be ^^^^^ instant characteristic length. III constant mmtl' 
SraÄ^ÄÜÄ^^^^ The characteristic length is defined as 

(3.2) 
w 

where *w Ä «aU energy ^^^Zf^Ti J^aUon, . 
matching the «^"^"7"^°° 1e    The magnetization in Case III above !• only 

r^nTsrn^rr.«^^. <—»-—of the ^ 
temperature TN. 

Table 3-1 summarizes this analysis. 

Table 3-1.   MalnUimng^Con^ 

Constraint 

H=const;HT=0* 

g=const; iT^ 

which Implies 
a   .=2MT wt 1 

4TTM =const; MT=0 

Condition 
Result 

w 
T   MHd + ^"wT 

HT = MT 

Hrp    - 
4TrM 

Hd 

1 MT must be negative 

\MT must be negative 

H    Is too large to be met 
b/permanent magnets alone 

2trw . ,.    , JLw        U^ must be negative 
none held const HT=(1+^23^11^1^  

. "     -LdG 
^Thesevariables^re defined as GT -G dT .,  R S T  I   48 3287 

TZA. Thiele, "The Theory of Cylindrical Magnetic Domams,     B.8.T.J. _ 

(1969). 
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For Case I no external bias compensation is required to maintain constant bubble 
diameter.   Since the characteristic length is still quite temperature dependent for this 
case the bubble stability range will be temperature dependent.   Thus the device tempera- 
ture range will be limited by the collapse and stripout of the bubble which determine 
the bubble stability margins (refer to Figure 3-1). 

In Case III where the magnetization is held constant the bias field is required to 
have a temperature coefficient on the order of +0.25 to +0.55%/Co.   Bias magnet 
materials presently available in general do not have temperature coefficients in this 
range and thus this case cannot be implemented.   Another drawback is that the magnet- 
ization in most bubble materials cannot be made constant over any wide temperature 
range. 

Case II is perhaps the most desirable from the standpoint of temperature 
compensation techniques and device operation.   Since the characteristic length is con- 
stant the bubble stability range remains constant providing the widest temperature 
operating range with respect to the collapse and stripout limitations.   Thus with temp- 
erature compensation the primary mechanisms for failure in this case will usually be 
a result of the mobility drop off at low temperatures and the wall energy drop off at 
high temperatures. 

Case IV none of the parameters are held constant.   Although this is typically the 
case for most materials it is desirable to approach Case II as closely as possible 
assuming that the mobility and wall energy do not become the limiting factors before 
collapse and stripout. 

3.2    TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT SHUNT TECHNIQUE 

This technique would principally be used to temperature compensate positive 
temperature coefficient bubble materials; although it could be also used with the 
temperature dependent magnet technique to provide additional means of bias field 
temperature coefficient tailoring.   The technique is used in precision meter movements 
such as watt-hour meters and speedometers to provide thermal stability.   The shunt 
materials are usually Ni-Fe alloys with nickel contents in the range of 29% to 33%. 
These alloy compositions have Curie temperatures in the range of 150° to 200oC which 
give them ^heir good temperature dependent properties.    Figure 3-2 shows the temp- 
erature dependence of the permeability for Carpenter "32" Type 1 material for an 
applied field of 4G Oe.   The material for this applied field is essentially saturated. 
The temperature coefficient for the permeability at points A, B, and C of Figure 3-2 
are given in Table 3-2. 

As the temperature coefficients of these materials are negative, using them as 
shunts results in a positive temperature coefficient for the magnetic field (assuming 
the magnets are temperature independent).   The shunt bypasses a certain amount of 
flux away from the field region.   As the temperature increases the amount of flux 
shunted decreases thus increasing the strength of the magnetic field.   Assuming the 
shunt is saturated the magnetic field in the air gap of the bias structure is given by 
(Eq C.6, Appendix C) 

H    = -J-  (B   A   -B A ) (3  3\ 
g    FA   l   mm     s s *ä,a' 
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Figure 3-2.   Permeability Temperature Dependence of Carpenter "32" 
Type 1 Material 
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Table 3-2 
TemperaturePropertiesj^Ca^ 

(actor for the structure, Ag la the        g P m •  ^ ^ areas „, the 

.Hemagoets aad the shunts, respec.ive.y "* V*.' ^ ,,„. respect to 

mag„ets. the shunts, and the ^^-^c^en. of the btas ffeW is gtven by 
temperature and simplifying, the .emp 

H. 

(3.4) 

..     flndB     are the same as those in Table 3-2.   Since the 
where the definitions of % and BsT ^^ ^ temperature 

amount of nux e-r ^d^varyTg  hi   aVea! 
coefficient can be adjusted by varying coef{icient. 

TmOd.GaYIG is a bubble -terial wh.ch has a pos^ 

The bSred to ^^eZ^^ ~^ ^'   T'    ' 
is essentially linear and has a tempe ^^ ^ 3 ^ = ^ the 
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Figure 3-5.   Wall Energy Temperature Dependence for YGdTmGaIG 
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Figure 3-6.   Bubble Diameter Temperature Dependence for YGdTmGalG 

3.3    TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT MAGNETS 

In this approach temperature dependent magnets are used to temperature 
compensate the magnetic bias field for bubble materials having a negative temperature 
coefficient.   Permanent magnets can be obtained in various compositions each of which 
have different temperature properties.   This technique is simple to implement especially 
if a magnet composition can be found which closely matches the temperature coefficient 
of the bubble material over the desired operating range.   If no standard composition can 
be found either a special composition has to be made with the proper temperature 
coefficient or two different magnets, one having a higher temperature coefficient and 
the other lower, with the amount of flux from each adjusted so that the resultant 
temperature coefficient is the one desired.   The latter approach is by far the easiest 
of these two to implement.   An alternative approach would be to use a temperature 
dependent shunt in conjunction with a temperature dependent magnet. 

As magnets usually have a relatively high Curie temperatures the magnet 
temperature variation is fairly linear over the desired temperature range whereas that 
for the bubble material may not be.   Additional shaping the bias field temperature 
variation may be required in order to match that of the material over a wide temperature 
range.     This additional shaping will not be covered in this technical report. 
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3.3.1   Temperature Effects on the Remanence 

Thermal variation of magnets can be reversible. irreve/^.or ^^ *   rmal 
material effects   To implement temperature compensation of the bias field the thermal 
Triat on of the magnet must be reversible (Figure 3-5).   The particular tnermal effects 
encountered   of course, depend upon the magnet composition being used.   However   in 
The temperalure range ^f interest (-25OC to +750C) only the reversible and irreversible 
effect^need be of concern.   Irreversible losses can be recovered ^ remagn^iza ion 
JpimiM 3-6)   however, after approximately three temperature cycles no additional 
frlversible'losses occur.   Thus, the magnet can be stabilized for a certain tempera- 
turrrange by temperature cycling such that only reversible changes in the magnetization 
rencofnte'redTereafter. ^he material effect occurs ^^^^MtS^rTs-T) 

where a reduction in remnance results due to a change in the material itself  Figure 3 7). 
Losses due to the material effect cannot be totally recovered because the material is 
not the same as before. 

3.3.2  Available Magnets 

Since the bubble material composition YEuTm.^GalG is used for the deliverable 
bubble devices for this phase of the program (Para 6.1) ^.^Pf/^"^.COXs the 
bias structure has been designed to be used with this material   Para 6.2)     Thus ^ 
temperature coefficient of the temperature dependent magnets is chosen ^o match the 
(average) temperature coefficient of this bubble material which is Tc =-0.09 percent/ L 
(see Figure D-3. Appendix D). 

Some easily attainable commercial magnets and their temperature coefficients 
are shown in Table 3-3.   Represented are ferrous, ferrite. and rare earth permanent 
magnets.   The ferrous magnets have relatively low temperature coefficients which can 
be either positive or negative.   These magnets by themselves are not suitable for 
temVature compensatfon of the EuTm.65 material.   The ferrite magnets on the other 
hand have temperature coefficients a little too large to be used with this composition. 
From the Table RARENET appears to be the closest match for this bubble material 
composition.   The measured temperature variation of this magnet ^ shown in 
Se 3-8 and was found to be very linear from -20oC to 100oC.   The other magnets 
tested (Figure 3-9) were barrium ferrite compositions which were also very linear 
with temperature over this range. 

Although the measured RARENET magnet Tc (Figure 3-8) is approximately 
20 oercent higher than the average Tc of the bubble material listed in Table 3-3, 
Figure 3-10 show« that suitable temperature compensation should be obtained usmg this 
maenet     The bias field required to maintain a stable bubble diameter is not linear 
STg ; Tc at 0OC of -0.004 percnet/OC and Tc at 75°C of -^^f^'   ^c 
-0.09 percent/0C in Table 3-3 is only an average value over the range 0 C to 75 C. 
Over the range 0° to 50oC the bubble diameter variation is ^ abou1: 0.5^m. a varU 
tion easily tolerated by bubble circuits.   However, over the range -25 C to +J5 C, the 
diameter varies approximately 1.2 Km. being as much as 1 ^m smaller than the room 
temperature value.   It is questionable that the device could 0Per^e/e ?   L LÜr 
temperature extreme -250C even if no problems were encountered due to the lower 

4 R   K   Tenzer.    "Temperature Effects on the Remnance of Permanent Magnets," 
ASD-TDR-63-500 Aeronautical System Division, Air Force Systems Command. 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. 
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Type 

Alinco 5 

A Unco 6 

Alinco 8 

Table 3-3.   Temperature Dependent Magnets 

Manufacturers Spec 
AB. 

BrAT 
r (%/0C) 

Measured 
AH 

äJr(V9 

Index 1 
(barrlum ferrate) 

Plastiform 
(barrlum f er rite) 

RARENET 
(rare earth-Co) 

RARECO 
(Sm-Co) 

Cobalt Platinum 

-0.013 to +0.033 

-0.045 to +0.046 

-0.013 to +0.033 

- -0.2 

-0.19 

-0.09 

-0.04 

-0.14 to -0.17 

-0.18 

-0.11 to -0.12 

-0.015 

nrUtl» It appears thai '*.* PM mag operaling raage la determined only 

rrTe^emp^tlre^ariatronhe deviee bias margin is Unewn.   This faetor U 
considered in Para 6.1 and 6.2. 
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SECTION 4 

BUBBLE MEMORY PACKAGING TECHNIQUES 

l„ preparation for bubble ^^^^^^^^^ ^ designed and constructed later onm ^ Pr^ram   a rev^w o^ device8 ^ 

packaging techniques has been ^-^^'"fchips and any associated IC chips, 
include the substrate ^Wph »y ^« «2S iTtte bias assembly which provides 
the drive coils which provide ^hem-pane field   and "^e ^as as > used {or 

the perpendicular d -c magnetic ^'^cLTto^ttbbteSmto memory packaging, 
semiconductor packaging are dlrect y aPp^f;^ir

b
e

U^ts (e g.. magnetic fields However   bubble packages have certain other requirements *»•»•» ""W 
anltheTr^ttectVfor^hich packaging techniques must be developed. 

The packaging techniques used ^a l^Ueu^ 

Sf bTÜt ÄÄr^ SrpÄ^Ä rev- format 
which will be followed here. 

ln general, the ground rules ^«^t ^Ijjme   ^^« ^^ 

cost, and the chip organization. 

Since Rockwell International has several aggressive packaging Programs 

4.1  CHIP SUBSTRATE 

The primary requirements of a package to be used for bubble domain devices 
1 he primary iequ .       ^    i       material content and assembly 

SH:B=i„^erÄ^Ä^ 
package temperature within specified operating limits. 

5 A   A. Rifkin. "A Practical Approach to Packaging Magnetic Bubble Devices.' 
IFFV Trans Magnetic MAG 9, 429 (1973). 
IEEE Trans Magne      -—-' „Magnetic Bubble Mass Memory - Module 6 P. C. Michaelis and P. L Bonynara,    »"»»"» 
Design and Operation." IEEE Trans Magnetic MAGJ3, 436 (1973). 
Design p Rouricilus   andW. c. Carter. "Reliability and Organization 
äa%^UleGÄÄor^' AlPConf Proc     Magnetism and Magnet. 
Iterials - 1971. P 225. Amer. Inst. of Physics. New York. 1972. 
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on«, «nh^trate material which can be used for magnetic bubble chips is 

^es wTh ta4d meJlizaUon are being used for bubbte device packaging. 

A nackage design utilizing a conductor bearing polyimid film has been proposed 

Se terminal conductor extending over an opening in the M™mv
A
hlc*™e™ 'SJ0 De 

%Stn, extended oo^uctors make c-t a «„^ the bo^ pads oHhed.e^ 

SSS ^be^lÄSS rSiwrr ÄfÄ the Packag^s^onhe 
dl;    Beam leaded die could also be used with the polyimid approach.   The package in 
^rrelton o  the die can be stiffened by an inexpensive alumina P^te which would 
aiL Sovide heatsinking.   The polyimid package can also be its own flexible cable 
te^Zäe^rZTi^tera^Ll structure in order to make connection to external 

electronics. 

Also being investigated at Rockwell is a multilayer polyimid package (Figure 4-2) 
which couldbe^sed instead of multilayer alumina boards.   Substrate costs could be 
r^uced by as much as a factor of 20 using the multilayer polyimide package approach, 
however   the advantage of thermal conductivity must be sacrificed.   Presently a 
6rmU thick Slayer ?,lyimid test board has been fabricated as a package feasibility 

vehicle. 

The metallization scheme used for the chip package conducting paths and chip 
mounts pTds must be nonferromagnetic and sufficiently thin ^f/he ro^ljg 
magnetic field power loss due to eddy currents is negligible.   For a 10 |im gold 
Ulm   the eddy current loss at 150 kHz for a 30 Oe rotating field is estimated to be 
abTut 10%w/cm2.  The common metallization schemes used for ceramic packages 
a^ tu^sten/gold or molybdenum/gold which both meet the requirements of bemg 
nonferromagnetic conductors. 

4.2 CHIP BONDING 

Chin bonding to the package can be done using several techniques presently used 
extensSy for ^mVconductorsg  The easiest method is to use an epoxy adhesive    At 
toe resent time this technique seems to be sufficient.   Eutectic bonding can also be 
^«Pd   howeve?it is more difficult and requires the application of heat which could 
Äer^eci the devfces in certain cases (Para 2.1).   Solder flow techniques also 

fall into this category. 
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* * fK^r^Ä ÄÄS- °n the P-udo-beam .eads a^ 

4.4    HERMITICITY 

ln some cases a sealed ee^ic syste.wiU ^^^^^^^ 
aoncorrosive ambient for the bubble

ve
C

a^f^p^ecT circuits as an alter- 
jrsivation techniques are bemg -v;so ^eValSmina or beryllia for the Packag6 

native to hermetic sealing.   The use OIJ51"1'3     f it   or epOXy cement seal.   The 
AS offers the choice f^^iJ^^ZJ^^loy^ ^VX 
hermetic seal (n^tal-to-metal system tor s       * ^rmalloy circuit.   Low 
temperature required to form he f^^^l^ package fabrication costs and 
temSrature solder seals ^^"^ ~Ä^eX »Ale in the industry could 
nroSss.   The low temperature glass fr ts ^^ levels.   to particular, the use 
gJSX processing temperature ^^^^at sirik" would maintain the 
of fperirneter sealer employing a "b*f™%™\***l temperature than the seal 
tem^rature of the garnet dice themselves at J l^r ^fMaj is the belt furnace. 

?Ä -^.^f^^^^^^ ^om the same functlon as 
Z'i^^^^oUe perimeter sealer. 

4.5    LASER DICING 

Laser ^ as opposea to -t^d^-aw^y ^e o. «e n       fo 

the wlter was about 40 peroent of the » »U ««« "£    Thus, device arrays oan be 
^ellioal »d ther^ai damage u,^ a^mUs^ ^   ^ ^ wW „, 

^^stTaÄX-l^t^e bubbW device producttoa. 

4 6    ROTATING FIELD NETWORK 

The in-plane rotating ^»'^^Ä^rb^.»^« "y «^^ 
permalloy propagation structures.   TJ» "^T ^ £„„11, pole structures 

^ KC    The ferrite in the second approach is use(Vt° °e
f,",! sensitivity and uniformity. 

Ä ÄÄm .^^^^^^^"Ä a/e at present the 
«nd also volume efficiency.   The Uat air t'"lc 

besttpproaches for generating the in-plane fields. 
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The instant factors that must be ^^'^^tT ^ 
network are ^.wer dissipation (or resonance "g^^^ and thus the 
uniformity, and the ^^^^^^J^^ZJ^ of turns and the 
resonance   resistance and the 1^°^^^ inductance can be minimized by 
volume of the coil structure.   ^J^Xme oUhe coil while meeting the Held 
reducing the number of turns ^J^™*^*™       ^   The resonant resis- 
magnitude and volume ^^^■^Stn^fSotwWohooouri at high frequencies 
ta^e also depends on the ^J^^Äy Ä ^ minimum number of turns 

ÄirÄriTarerr^i.« ^ ****** - ** *** - 
t determined primarily by the driver design. 

Since the in-plane field coils ^^ ^Z^^*^ ^ 
will also be induced by the coupling ^f^J ^l the mu metal plates are 
resonance resistance ™%*™m*^*^MH\o»S increased by more than 
placed directly on top of the ^-pU^ co^tfca cou ^ ^^^ by ^^ 
100 percent at 150 kHz (300 percent at 1 MHz).   This ^ ^ pract.cal 

the spacing between the coil af ^/^^ d^upliri is by inserting a thin fernte 
the package size is limited    A ^'**y "^8.   laKUj measurements Indicate 
plate between the coil structure and the bias Plates* the increase in coil loss 
fat using a 0.05 in   thick fern e -te-a s    p as a space ^t arrangement> the flux 

at 150 kHz can be reduced to less ^^Z0 P"C^nimizirig the coupling between 
leakage outside the coil js ^Vi^-^inetic material outside the coil also increases 
aeighboring coil ^^^.'^^ZfX^i in both cases, these increases are 
the coil inductance and the mside ü^ ^^^ foil can also be used as shielding 
small being less than 10 percent.   Thin 00,^CMJf " f      ite   lateSj however, measure- 
Taterial. It is more flexible ^^lÄÄ BJÄ effect is not effective 
ments using a 0.001 in. copper fo^ ^icate that tn ed with the coil loss. 

^airgeme^crsÄ ^nsitivity at high frequency. 

The inductance of the ^^^^^ ^tÄÄ.   Since 
instantaneous turn-on and shut-off fj^™™^ turn_on of lhe rotating field can be 
the coils are normally ^r^mres^e^ or current precharging 
accomplished by voltage P^.^^^'^^d to perform these precharge 
^L^t^f^S t^oiSSce mustL kept minimum (VpC = 

^'^or a flat coil where the thickness of the -^McreL^mrorfrom^the" 
width the region of uniform field is in f^^e« ?rom the top and bottom of the 
sides and end of the coil ^^^.^ffÄ „"cS (-10 percent) since the drive 
coil.   The uniformity of ^^Z^ilT^eto provide reliable propagation, 
field must only be greater ^^^^^^y be sucn that the major/minor axes 
The orthogonality of the X and Y fields ne_ed ^     t     Also the largest discrepancy 
of the resulting elliptical field be within    ^ Percent     A ^ ^ ^ much M 

in phase angle between the rotating ^.^^^^ Ration.   The most important 
10 to 15 deL without significantly ^^^^^^Tne field.   If this varies more 
SS Ä^Äl fn^rnSgntudl TcZ^Zse a severe reduction in the 

bias margin. 41 
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Coils can also be constructed by using strip lines rather than wires, 
(Figure 4-6).   One approach, using a copper coated polyimid film (1 oz copper on 
1 mil polyimid insulation films) is presently being investigated in this lab.   It is 
equivalent to a coil winding with a small number of turns per layer but many 
numbers of layers.   It was hoped that with this arrangement, the current redistribu- 
tion effect due to the flux linkage would be less than that of the conventional wire 
winding thus minimizing the high frequency loss.    Preliminary measurement on a 
20 layer (2 turn coil) shows that Rres increases about three times in going from 
100 kHz to 1 MHz.   This is better than the wire wound coil.   In order to increase the 
field sensitivity and field uniformity, more turns and less spacing between turns 
are required.   This has been accomplished by etching parallel conductors (080 in. 
wide,  .20 in. separation) on a polyimid stripe film.   A continuous coil is achieved 
by wrapping the strip around the coil form and interconnecting the conductors by 
the solder reflow technique.   This approach can greatly simplify the coil winding 
if acceptable performance can be achieved.   The main problem at present is how to 
fabricate thicker but still flexible copper strips required to reduce the coil loss. 

I 

4.7 BIAS FIELD STRUCTURE 

In order to minimize power and to obtain nonvolatility the bias field is 
provided by a permanent magnet structure.   Since the bias field must be uniform 
over a relatively large area, depending on the number of bits-per-structure, the 
field is shaped by parallel high permeability plates acting as large pole pieces. 
For maximum volume efficiency the magnets are placed between the plates 
(Figure 4-7).   This approach has relatively high leakage flux which for some circum- 
stances may be undesirable when magnetic contamination of nearby equipment must 
be avoided.   Leakage fields from the bias structure can be minimized by the closed 
structure shown in Figure 4-8 which reduces the leakage flux by 42 dB right next to 
the outside surface (1 Oe for nominal bias fields inside). 

The bias fields are very uniform inside the parallel plate PM structure one 
plate separation distance away from the edge and one magnetic diameter (or width) 
away from the inside face of the magnetic.   Table 4-1 gives the nominal field 
uniformities within these limits. 

Bias field tuning can be provided by variable or fixed shunts.   Fixed shunts 
used for coarse tuning can be designed for 3-10 Oe/shunt and fine tuning using 
screws can be designed a fraction of an oersted per turn.   Standard magnetic circuit 
calculation techniques can be used to design the structure (Para 6.2 and Appendix C). 

Temperature compensation can be provided by using temperature dependent 
shunts (Para 3.2) or temperature dependent magnets (Para 3.3). 

4.8 PACKAGE CONCEPTS 

Figure 4-9 shows an exploded view of one bubble memory package currently 
under development at Rockwell International. It consists of two chip multilayer 
alumina substrates separated by a spacer ring and support pedestals which allow up 
to nine die packages to be mounted on each of the boards.   Connections to the chips 
from the chip substrate metallizations can be made either by pulse or ultra-sonic 
wire or strap bonding methods.   Alternative flip-chip bonding techniques are currently 
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MAGNET 

tin 
MAGNET 

\\\V HIGH MU PLAINS 

Figure 4-7.   PM Parallel Plate Bias Structure 

SZSZS3   HIGH MU PLATES 

Figure 4-8.   Closed PM Bias Structure 

Table 4-1. PM Bias Structure Field Uniformity 

Field Component Direction Uniformity 

Hz Center Plane <±1% 

Hz Normal to plates <±0.2% 

H.       , in-plane Center plane <±0.5% 

<H-      i          =o <   in-plane> 
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being studied.   Interconnection from the chip substrates to the outside world is 
accomplished through a flexible tape cable which is folded around the coil windings 
to the external PC board.   The coil structure is compatible with both the chip sub- 
strates and a permanent magnet bias assembly as shown in the figure.   The package 
is assembled by sliding one coil over another with the tape interconnect in-between 
and then sliding the whole module into the bias assembly package.   This package 
provides a uniform field region large enough for many chips including associated 
electronics and also provides easy access to the chip substrates for repair or 
replacement. 

Figure 4-10 shows what is known as butterfly package which is currently being 
used in connection with experimental work at Rockwell International's Electronics 
Research Division.   The package has a buried conductor scheme fabricated by an 
in-house alumina tape process.   A lid is provided for hermetic sealing.   The X and 
Y drive field coils are wound directly on the package.   The die placement area for 
the present package design is approximately 200 x 200 mils which could be enlarged 
slightly to accommodate a chip up to 250 mils square.   The package also has area 
enough to support any associated electronics.   Two of these packages may also be 
placed back-to-back winding the drive coil around both of them and doubling the 
package capacity.   The only difficulty that might be encountered in this case is making 
the interconnection from the module to a breadboard.   The package is completed by 
placing it in a permanent magnet bias structure.   One or several packages may be 
used in a single structure. 
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SECTION 5 

DETECTOR STUDY 

■ 

During the second phase of this program a detector study task was begun to 
investigate detector element design and electronic techniques in order to improve the 
sensitivity and reliability magnetic bubble detection.   In this section some of the initial 
results of this study are presented. 

5.1  DETECTOR OUTPUT TAILORING 

The double-bump output (Figure 5-1) from the conductor shorted chevron 
detector8 (Figure 5-2) spans nearly one period in time which is undesirable if one is 
thinking of multiplexing the outputs of two registers (each propagating consecutive bits) 
together.   The double-bumps arise, by and large, from the uniaxial nature of the 
chevron which allows the bubble field to be effective in polarizing the structure when 
sitting at the two end positions.   The bubble field, however, is rather short range 
which means that it will tend to polarize the leg of the chevron it is on more than the 
other one.   This is confirmed by theoretic»! calculations and means that a magneto- 
resistance bump due to the presence of a bubble is produced by only half of the chevron. 
While this is not exactly correct because of accompanying magnetization fall-off in the 
other leg, it suggests that possibly the detector output could be tailored to produce one 
bump instead of two, thereby allowing the multiplexing of two registers 180 deg out of 
phase.   As will be seen this can be accomplished by moving the gold shorts of 
Figure 5-2 into the center of the chevrons as shown in Figure 5-3.   While this detector 
does not work exactly as anticipated it can indeed be used to multiplex registers 
rotated 180 deg relative to one another. 

Extensive magnetoresistance measurements have been made on the conductor 
shorted chevron stretcher detector shown in Figure 5-3.   The output of the detector 
was measured in a Y~idge in which the dummy was simply a resistor and in which the 
dummy was a detector in another register.   Measurements were made at both 15 kHz 
and 100 kHz to determine whether a significant frequency dependence of the output 
existed.   The only observed change could be attributed to the increase in drive-field 
required to operate at 100 kHz.   Figure 5-4 shows the output of the detector at two 
different drive field values (25 and 40 Oe) showing how the basic double-bump wave- 
form of Figure 5-1 is modified by shorting at the center of the chevrons.   The lower 
plot is for Hdrive = 40 Oe and, as will be seen, surprisingly gives the best output 
when two active detectors are placed in a bridge.   The peaks of the double-bump occur 
when the strip first enters the detector and just leaves it.   The second peak is reduced 
from the first because the current through the detector flows only through the right 
half of the chevrons and therefore, only a residual output is seen as the strip exists to 
the left.   Figure 5-4 shows that the background magnetoresistance increases relative 
to that produced by the bubble as the drive field is increased.   Figure 5-5 shows the 
output from a supposedly similar detector cut from the same wafer as that shown in 
Figure 5-4.   Aside from the slight misalignment of the sample in the coil which 
appears as an unevenness of the background peaks the outputs of both detectors are 
similar in form.    Figure 5-6 shows the the output from each when they are placed in 

8T.T. Chen, P.K. George, L.R. Tocci, and J. L Archer, "Study of the Thick Film 
Chevron Detector, " Paper 28-5 presented at the 19th Conf. on Magnetism and 
Magnetic Materials, Boston 1973. 
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Figure 5-2.    Conductor Shorted Chevron Detector 

Figure 5 -3.   Modified Conductor Shorted Chevron Detector 
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MODIHED CONDUCTOR SHORTED CHEVRON 
(REGISTER 1) 

^15 kHz continuous 
1.0 + 1.5 amp drive coil 3 
8ma bridge current   H =25 Oe 
200ys/cm 0 

20mv/cm 
amplifier gain 40-50 
d^/dt < 5mv 
30 kHz cut-off 

40 Oe 

Figure 5-4.   Magnetoresistance Output of Modified Conductor Shorted 
Chevron Detector at Low and High Drive Fields. 

Register One with Carbon Resistor Dummy 

MODIHED CONDUCTOR SHORTED CHEVRON 
(REGISTER 2) 

'vlS   kHz continuous 
1.0  +  1.5  amp  drive  coil 
8ma  bridge  current 
200us/cm 
20mv/cm 
amplifier  gain 40-50 
d<!J/dt   <   5mv 
30   kHz cut-off 

40 Oe 

Figure 5-5.   Magnetoresistance Output of Modified Conductor Shorted 
m Chevron Detector at Low and High Drive Fields. 

Register Two with Carbon Resistor Dummy 
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MODIHED CONDUCTOR SHORTED CHEVRON 

(REGISTERS 1&2) 

%15  kHz  continuous 
1.0 amp d'ive coil 3 
8ma bridge current 
200ys/cm 
20mv/cm 
amplifier gam 40-50 
d0-dt < 5mv 
30 kHz cut-o££ 

(Bits are only in one Register at a time) 

««11     As can be seen, the output from one register is 
the same bridge and in the same ^^..^^fg^l form of both outputs are quite 
significantly larger than the ^V *^^ the background magnetores st- 
similar, the difference in form largely ^^^ the small background signal 
Le mismatch.   " both ^^^J^^ Figure 5-7 shows that 
would appear as a straight h^17'0^1^^^ hieher drive fields tends to surprisingly 
insofar as multiplexed detector ^^X^lvSe on Figure 5-7 corresponds to 
improve the form of the signal output.   The lower trace^ ^ ^ ^^ 
40 Oe while the upper trace to 25 Oe    ThC S1|n

0e (h.ive fieid the tail of the output of one 
opposite polarity on each ^^^.^ u^nown) which tends to mask the 
register produces an opposite ^fJ^Znhe seen at 40 Oe this effect is virtually 
p/ominent peak of ^^ going spike (see Figures 
nonexistent principally due to the e1*™       d maKnetoresistance.    Finally, in 
5-4 and 5-5) due to the increase in backSro"nd ™7^:wn in a i8o deg configuration in 
Figure 5-8, the output of Registers one ^^.^f^ll    As can be seen, although 
ffi one register is full and ^^.JAA 0Perati0n 

there is some interaction between bis  ^if^^^^^ in the registers and repre- 
^Z^X^^^prßq -tMm-lanced d./dt noise as these 

SfiVereÄ at 100 kHz using dO/dt noise cancellation. 
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MODinED CONDUCTOR SHORTED CHEVRON 
(REGISTER 1& 2) 

^15 kHz continuous 
1.0 + 1.5 amp drive coil 3 
8ma bridge current 
200ys/cm 
20mv/cm 
amplifier gain 40-50 
d0/dt < 5mv 
30 kHz cut-off 

25 Oe 

40 Oei 

Figure 5-7.   Magnetoresistance Output of ^fCondnctov Shorted 
Chevron Detectors (Placed in the Same Bridge  Showing the Output 

Variation with Applied Field (Bits are m both Registers) 

MODIFIED CONDUCTOR SHORTED CHEVRON 
(REGISTER 1& 2) 

M00  kHz   continuous 
1.5  amp  drive  coil   3 
10 ma bridge  current 40 Oe 
ZOys/cm 
20mv/cm 
amplifier  gain  40-50 
d«5/dt  <   5mv 

entirely full and the other only partially full. 
54 
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5.2 DETECTOR SENSITIVITY 

The placement of the gold contact leads, as shown in Figure 5-3, is expected to 
produce some reduction in detector sensitivity because the detector resistance is just 
about cut in half.   In this section we compare the sensitivity of the detector of 
Figure 5-3 to the full conductor shorted chevron detector. Figure 5-2, to the thick- 
thjn stretcher detector9»10 and to two all thick detectors (the fishbone and the one-level 
zig-zag). *•'■   Most of the detectors considered had about a 10 element stretch and could 
carry abou  8 ma without seriously disturbing propagation with the exception of the 
thick-thin detector which was limited to less than 3 ma due to detector heating.   The 
results of this study, based upon measurements made at 5 kHz using the bridge with 
a dummy resistor, are summarized in Table 5-1.   Since some measurements were on 
detectors with more than a 10 element stretch it has been necessary to correct the 
data for comparison purposes.   Those for which the data are uncertain in the latter 
sense we indicated by est in the table. 

Table 5- 1.   Detector Sensitivity Study 

Detector 
(10 Element Stretch 

Resistance 
(period) 

Maximum 
Current 

Permalloy 
Thickness Sensitivity 

Thick-Thin 
Fishbone9» 10 

122 (24) 3 ma 300to 400Ä 475 |iv/ma 

Two      Full Conductor Shorted8 

Level    Half Conductor Shorted 
75 (28) 
46 (28) 

8 ma 
8 ma 

4000 Ä 
4000 Ä 

178 fiv/ma 
116 jiv/ma 

One       Fishbone^2 

Level    Full Zig-Zag13 
20 (24) 
60 (24) 

8 ma 
8 ma 

4000 Ä 
4000 Ä 

50 jiv/ma est 
120 nv/ma est 

9J.L. Archer, L. Tocci, P. K George and T.T. Chen, "Magnetic Lbble Domain 
Devices," IEEE Trans on Mag. 8, 695 (1972). 

10L.R. Tocci, P.K. George and J.L. Archer, "High Speed Characteristics of a 
Chevron Stretcher Detector," AIP Conference Proceedings 10, 197 (1972). 

^A.H. Bobeck, I. Danylchuk, F.C. Rossol and W. Strauss, "Evolution of Bubble 
Circuits Processed by a Single Mask Level" IEEE Trans on Mag. 9, 474 (1973) 
(Paper 26.1 Presented was slightly different than published version and described 
a serial register with the outside corner). 

12 W. Strauss, A. H. Bobeck and F.J. Ciak, "Characteristics of a Detection- 
Propagation Structure for Bubble-Domain Devices, " AIP Conference Proceedings 10, 
202 (1972). 

13A.H. Bobeck, "Recent Developments in Magnetic Bubble Technology," presented at 
the National Meeting of the Electrochemical Society, Houston, May 1972. 
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As can be seen, the sensitivity of the thlek-thin deteetor ^«^«^to«^ 
better than any of the »tl»« »Mch U W b. e^W to vte« of tta ^r „^^. ^ 

we are in the process of fabricating such a detector. 
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SECTION 6 

BUBBLE MEMORY DEVICES AND EXERCISER 

Although no device development was carried out during this phase of the 
oroeram. several bubble devices are provided to demonstrate the feasibility of the 
temperature compensated permanent magnet bias structure.   First the chip is dis- 
cussed and operational data taken in a test coil and in the temperature compensated 
bias structure are presented. Next the bias/drive structure and its characteristics 
are discussed and lastly the exerciser provided to operate the memory chips is 

described. 

6.1  MAGNETIC BUBBLE MEMORY CHIP 

6.1.1   Chip Description 

A 10 Kb device (actually 10,240 bits) designed on in-house programs was 
chosen as the demonstration vehicle.   An overall view of the device with inserts 
showing detailed features is shown in Figure 6-1.   The chip size is approximately 
200 x 90 mils and the pattern period is 24|j.m.   The device is fabricated on 
YEuTm esGalG bubble material which has an average temperature coefficient of 
-0.11 percent/oc over the range 0oC to 50oC (Appendix D). 

The main storage region of the device is composed of T-bar propagation 
elements (see insert Figure 6-1).   This pattern design is considered to be a relatively 
good propagation design and it also has optimum bit density, in this case 106 bits/ 
in. 2.   The gaps in the pattern which are 1. 5 to 2 ^m are the most critical dimensions 
of the pattern.    Linewidths are about 4^m.    Fabrication of the device is discussed 
in Para 6.1.2. 

Chevron propagation elements are employed in the region where read, write, 
and erase functions are performed.   The generator (write) and the annihilator 
(erase) circuits are conductor loops located in the gap between chevron columns 
(insert, Figure 6-1).   Annihilation is accomplished by a current pulse which gener- 
ates a local magnetic field in the center of the loop that adds to the c-c bias field. 
The bias field is locally raised above the collapse field value, thus collapsing the 
stripe domain within the loop. 

The detector is a conductor shorted thick chevron stretcher'    ' detector of 
approximately 15 chevron elements stretch.   The conducting path zig-zags through 
the chevron column providing a longer current path than provided by a fishbone 
detector. (15)   A reference detector element is provided which is connected in a 
bridge configuration with the bubble sensing element in order to provide common 

14 T. T. Chen, P.   i. George, L. R. Tocci, and J. L. Archer, "Study of the Thick 
Film Chevron Detector," Paper 2B-5 Presented at the 19th Conf on Magnetism 
and Magnetic Materials, Boston, 1973 

15A. H.  Bobeck, "Recent Developments in Magnetic Bubble Technology," Presented 
at the National Meeting of the Electrochemical Society, Houston, May 1972 
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mode noise rejection.   The bridge outputs are amplified by a differential IC chip 
amplifier located on the device board (Figure 6-2).   A bridge balance input is 
provided for d^/dt noise cancellation and d-c balancing.   A picture of a typical 
device board with a 10 Kb chip is shown in Figure 6-3.   The board is made of 
common epoxy glass printed circuit board shaped to fit a bias/drive coil structure 
described in Para 6. 2. 

Surrounding the entire device is a guard rail comprised of T type propagation 
elements.   These elements are arranged so that propagation is away from the 
device area.   Thus, spurious bubbles outside the device area (possibly generated by 
edge defects) cannot cause errors in the stored data by migrating into the device area. 

6.1.2   Device Fabrication 

This 10 Kb device is fabricated on garnet using a conductor first fabrication 
technique.   The generator and annihilator conductor circuitry are deposited and 
defined first directly on the garnet.   This conductor level is typically 3500A thick. 
An Si02 spacer film about 1.2 to 1.4tim thick is deposited next which decouples the 
propagation circuit from the bubble field.   Next the permalloy (80 Ni-20Fe) propa- 
gation pattern is deposited and defined.   This layer is approximately 3500Ä thick. 
Finally, another gold conductor level is deposited and defined to provide connection 
to the magnetoresisti/e sensor.   In order to make connection to the lower conductor 
level, the Si02 layer is partially stripped away.   All film depositions are made 
using the rf sputtering technique.   Standard photolithographic techniques are used 
to define all patterns and chemical etching is used to etch all gold patterns while 
ion beam milling is used to etch the permalloy pattern. 

1K^ 
CHIP 
RESISTOR 

O BRIDGE 
SUPPLY 

OUTPUTS 

GROUND 

O BRIDGE 
BALANCE 

Figure 6-2.   Device Board Detector Electronics 
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of the operating margin decreases with **^™j£™^^£^/% 
temperature coefficient of the center ^^^f^nt^Äd for the bLs field 
which is slightly lower than the ^^^ f ^« D^^dlx D).   Although 
required to maintain a stable bubble ^^J/^^^^ion^in particular material 
not quantitatively confirmed it is PO^^^Vw^Stlon Is partially illus- 
properties may be ^cuflng fwy jafe^o wafe^  Th^ ^loa l^ biasymargin 

frated by Figure 6-7 which ^ws that anothe   ^er CJn ^ b^s field values below 
variation vs temperature     The ^"^ ^^^f^V?^ bubble and the field 
30OC was confirmed by collapse field ™*saT*™en\*°l*}™li™le temperature 
required to maintain a constant bubble f*™^™™™^^™ L lower 
dependent magnet approach for temperature ^^^^^ rature 

^^:S£^^?^*™ "Are? is not well understood at 
this time. 

The loop generator pulse amplitude and pulsewidthvspha^ 

in Figure 6-8.   The phase is -ea^72vf2P50 ma fo^ 1 pulse'widfh of 0. 5 sec. The gnerator begins to operate rehabily above 250 ma lor a p ^ 

The minimum pulse amplitude for «f^ ?n
f^^^e margin is below 1 sec 

pulsewidth (below 0. 5 sec).   The P^^^^^ncrease at the lower temper- 

^eSrr ^Ä^^ÄÄ^^iÄÄ« and «UaMUty.   No 
seed bubble is required for this type generator. ^ 

HXY 

WAFER 

CHG 4 

80 - 

-11-28 

60' 
I ± ± 

-20 20 40 60 80 

TEMPERATURE T (0C) 

Fißure 6-7.   Operating Margin vs Temperature of a Device from a 
Different Bubble Wafer 
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Figure 6-8.   Generator Pulse Amplitude and Pulsewidth Phase Margins 
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The .cop annihtlator puise a^^ an^pu^^^^^^ 
in Figure 6-9.   Annihilation requires f"^^.™.^^ above collapse.   Pulse- 
magnetic field required need only ^\s;Jhe ^^^hase margins are greater than 
widths required are around 1 sec ^ les '   ^ ^ the permalloy (bubble eater) 
90 deg.   This type annihilation l%^hJ^X8 exlBt near the scorage region, pad type annihilaters because no trapped ^alns exist near b.as field 

Permalloy pad annihilators have a l^^^^^o^nm^OT and the 

Too^r^^^ -the proper pulse 
amplitude and pulsewidth. 

The conductor shorted chevron detector ^ « «^^«^«.S" ^ 
(Figure u-1).   For euch detector of »e^.dge by 'tselt   a decreas    ^ ^ ^ 

Ucurs «hen a stripe is ^'^^^ ^^^d opposes "he m-planc field due to the 
S^hÄ ae^» >" -t'r of thefevron -- -ip^ls .the ^^ 

The characteristic double ^^X^f^^l^^ZlstT3 

in a bridge (Figure 0-2) U shown in Figure 6-10.   A^1«^ ou^ut.   The remain- 
applied to the bridge to eUm.nate the d<(/dt no se s.gnanr P     ^ arily 

1™ signal is a result »'«-^^is uC"ed Sy about a gain of 800, the 

particular detector is approximately 8 dB. 

On Figure 0-U the detector ^f^^^^^^^^^L. 
through a clamping circuit (F1gure 6-11^ ™ ^ f/^ times when no bubble is 
bubble peak.   Clamping reduces the background noise at the ti ^ depends 
expected.   It also eliminates the flgnal drift M a ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^^^ 

(Figure G-llc). 

Z^lTZ^SAll^Lre* begiL to adversely affect the 

propagation margin. 

The in-plane field and bias field also f^^^^T^n!^ 
Figures 6-13 and 6-14.   The detector signal i*™1*^™^*?^ to shrink 
fieW up to about 90 Oe for this ^ce'^!e^t^ ^ ine'easing'the drive 
(sometimes to bubbles) reducing the df^XÄeter  tor very large drive fields 
b^rk^^^ÄÄrÄirÄS output as^hown in 
Figure 6-14. 
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Figure Ö-10.   Conductor Shorted Chevron Detector Output 
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Figure 6 -U.   Detector Signal at Various Stages of Signal Processing 
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Figure 6-12.   Detector Signal vs Current 
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Figure 6-13.   Detector Signal vs Bias Field 
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Figure 6-14.   Detector Signal vs Drive Field 

A11 the previous characterization ^^e-t^for the device in congous 
operation.   However, in order ^em^r^^^mm      ^ ^ start d 

propagation.   Certain areas of ^^ a^ihitdown electronics are discussed in 
shu? down field direction.   jThe ^^P a^ £™0™ Figure 6-15 vs the start-up 
Para 6.3.)  ^^^TJ la^eÄÄcur« at 0 deg in the figure.   No 
and shut-down direction. J^^^^Xtween 90 and 180 deg.   The weakest 
reliable gated ^ice operation i. obtained bew mode is the m^de 
point in the 10 Kb pattern as far as the start up direction between 0 and 
T-bar comer included in Figure 6-15    For the shut d ^   However^ for a 
180 deg the bubble must stop at he end of the T ne     ^v ^ pattern 

rS r^lltse! t^X -A for the field shutting down at 
270 ^eg which puts the bubble in this failure mode. 

TEMPERATURE COMPENSATED BIAS/DRIVE STRUCTURE 
62 rL7*cL^ a 
was designed to be used with ^^.^16,^ methods described in Para 3 3 
This structure was designed uS1ng J« P^f^lT^ by an orthogonal pair of air 

^erJrn8
SrrSru?;oÄr

rare
l
dePenaen.magnelWa8 

compensation. 
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(5.2.1   PM Bias Structure 

Table 6-1 lists the design coils and measured parameters of the PM bias 
structure. 

Table 6-1.   Designed and Measured Bias Parameters 

Parameter Designed Measured 

Bias Fijld (without shunts) 130 Oe 140 Oe 

Coarse Tuning (per shunt) 5 Oe 5.5 Oe 

Fine Tuning (12 turns/screw) 7 0e 7 0e 
3 

Uniform Region 0.25 x 0.25 x 0.25 in.3 0.5 x 0.5 x 0.45 in. 

Temperature Coefficient -0.11%/oC -0.12 %/0C 

The structure dimensions were determined using the results of Appendix F and 
the methods outlined in Appendix C.   From the size of X-Y coil to be used 
(Para 6. 2.2) the plate separation was chosen to 0. 5 in. and based on the size of the 
magnets required for the magnetic field magnitude and uniformity and overall size of 
the structure was chosen to be approximately 3. 3 in. 

The bias assembly without the top plate, X-Y coil, and base is shown in 
Figure 6-18.   Four magnets (0. 25 x 0. 25 x 0.15 in. 3) located between magnet spacers 
at each edge of the structure provide the magnetic field.   Parallel mu metal plates 
(0. 050 in. thick) on the top and bottom distribute the field and provide uniformity 
over the device region.   Gross shunt plates attached to the sides of each magnet 
reduce the maximum obtainable magnetic field from 140 Oe to 120 Oe (Figure 6-18). 
Coarse tuning (shunt pins) and fine tuning (screws) are provided at each magnet 
location.   (Figure G-18 shows one shunt pin at each location). 

The z field variation between the plates is shown in Figure 6-19 for several shunt 
pin locations.   A sketch of the top plate showing the shunt pin locations and numbering 
system is shown in Figure 6-20.   Excluding Curve D which is an extremely unbalanced 
pin arrangement, the field variation is less than 0. 5 Oe over a region ±0. 25 in. about 
the sample center.   Thus, it appears that the bias field variation is moderately 
insensitive to the pin arrangement and is in general less than ±0. 6 percent. 

Less important than the uniformity of bias field is the component of the bias 
field that is in the X-Y plane.   Since the in-plane rotating field is 30 Oe or greater 
as much as 3 Oe (~3 percent) of this component can be tolerated.   From Figure 6-21 
the maximum in-plane component of the designed bias structure is less than 
0. 8 percent. 

The measured coarse and fine tuning variations are shown in Figure 6-22. 
Each pin provides about 5. 5 Oe coarse tuning.   Each screw takes approximately six 
turns before it penetrates into the field region.   After this point the turning sensitivity 
varies from -0.1 Oe/turn to -0. 6 Oe/turn with a total field variation of approximately 
3 Oe per screw.   Thus, very accurate tuning of the bias field can be obtained using 
this simple coarse/fine tuning arrangement. 
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BOARD INSERTION 

EDGE 

Figure 6-20.   Shunt Pin Locations 

6.2.2   In-Plane Field Coil 

The in-plane field coil is used to provide the uniform rotating field required to 
actuate the permalloy propagating pattern.   Peak magnetic field magnitudes between 
25 ?o 40 Oe must be attainable using the lowest power possible to prevent excessive 
heaüng in the coil.   In general, the in-plane field is generated by a pair of orthogonal 
coüs driven sinusoidally and 90 deg out of phase.   This provides a circularly 
prized field over a region near the center of the coil.   ^ ^.t^ted pack- 
Line is required in this phase of the program an air core coil of moderate size is 
ufed which accepts a printed circuit board carrying the bubble device through an 
opening in the coil windings (Figure 6-17). 

Table 6-2 lists two types of air core coils and their parameters.   These coils 
are 1/2 in. in width, with both solid windings and spaced windings for visual access. 
For the device board used these coils are about the smallest that can be used and 
stm achieve field uniformity over the 10 Kb device area.   The smallest coil is 
desirable to mtnimize losses at high data rates and to minimize the coil inductance 
which keeps the current precharge time for coil start-up small. 

The field uniformity of the planar components of the in-plane field are not 
critical since small variations (e"^ <4 Oe) will «^^^/W ^^LTSSn. 
Sending on the initial operating point.   The directional uniformity of ^e86 In-plane 
component is also not critical as long as the in-plane field is circular y polarized. 
Sough the effects of elliptically polarized field have not ^en quantified   some 
margin degradation occurs especially If the ellipticity is a result of non-orthogonality 
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Table 6-2.   In-Plane Field Coil Characteristics 

Visual Access Coil 

Dimensions 0.40 x 0.40 x 0.17 in. 0.40 x 0.40 x 0.13 in. 

Wire Guage 28 AWG 28 AWG 

Turns/Layer/Coil 7 28 

Lay rs/Coil 4 in. Series 2 Parallel 

Total Power Dissipation 
at HD - 40 (x-y coils 
continuous op) 

Sensitivity/Coil 

Aperture Size 

2. 0 watts at 100 kHz 
4. 8 watts at 400 kHz 

20 Oe/amp 

45 x 45 mils 

1.2 watts at 100 kHz 
3.6 watts at 500 kHz 

24 Oe/amp 

none 
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Figure 6-25. Temperature Variation of this PM Structure Bias Field 

THO mn<5t critical variation associated with the 
of the in-plane Held c™Ponont^ J^\T°'ed bv a t Hing of the in-plane Held with 
in-plane field coil Is the component eauaed by aom* sl„^oldally vavyi„g 

In the PM drive ^e,re P-ided -^PX^^A'A^ 
between the in-plane coil and bias Plates;.^p

h
rVft^ 'Vates and decrease the losses at frequency in-plane field from the mag^eÜC ferrous P^s and ^c ^ ^ ^ 

high frequencies due to ^f^^^^^^Hs the impedance magnitude for the 
coil impedance for several condmons     ^r e ( ) 1s th^ 3 p^ ^ lmpedftM- begins 

^^m™*^£^*^ f~y dependent losses- 
In practice the coils are operated ^^^.A^tJAA A^ 

r1^^^ r^^r^Ä^SS3 manner as discussed 
in Para 6.3. 

Curve (2) is the impedance for coil with ~ 
capacitor.   The impedance remaining is due to coil losses and conm ^ ^ 

heating.   These losses begin to rise ^f*** J-W'S losses also contain 
the skin effect since these losses rise faster than f       .me IOS 
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comnonents due to coupling between the layers of one coll winding which results in a 
reZSln of current in the windings similar to skin effect losses    However 
Then the coü is assembled in the PM bias structure (without ferrite plates) the coil 

L^^nnHnn increases bv about 40 percent to 50 percent at the higher frequen- 
X L ÄteTby C^m (8^   These losses are a result of eddy current and magnetic 
Josses in ^emu-metal plates of the bias structure.   Adding the ferrite plates effec- 
twely decouples the coirfield from the plates which reduces the coil impedance to 
that obtained for an unassembled tuned coil (Curve 2). 

6.3 BUBBLE MEMORY EXERCISER 

The bubble domain memory exerciser provided on this program was developed 
on in-house programs.   It is designed to be versatile and usable for future generation 
bubble device characterization and exercising.   The unit uses modular design having 
three basic modules which are the following: 

1. Timing Generator 

2. Data Processor 

3.   Interface Unit 

Refer to Figures 6-27, 6-28, 6-29 and 6-30 for front panel layouts and general 
block diagram.   A picture of the exerciser is shown in Figure 6-31. 

6.3.1   Timing Generator 

The timing generator will generate four sine wave voltages 90 deg apart and 
cenerate four clock phase gates from the zero voltage crossings of two of the sine 
wave voltages and also generate a clock pulse at each sine wave zero voltage crossing 
time.   For manual rotation of the x-y field, the outputs of a sine-cosine potentiom- 
eter are selected to provide two of the sine waves and unit gain operational amplifier 
inverters provide the other two.   For rotation of the x-y field at 1 Hz to 100 kHz in 
five decade ranges, the outputs of two phase locked integrated circuit sine wave 
generators are selected.   These sine waves are produced by diode function generator 
modification of triangular waves generated by charging and discharging capacitors 
with constant current generators.   The sine waves are phase locked 90 deg apart, 
using a digital phase detector to compare the control flip-flop output of one sine wave 
gonerator with a zero crossing detector operating from the other and using the 
integrated phase detector output to control the constant current control input of one 
of the sine wave generators.   For rotation of the x-y field at 100 kHz to 1 MHz in 
two ranges, the buffered outputs of two series tuned LC circuits (excited by zero 
crossing detectors operating from the LC circuit outputs) are selected.   Automatic 
gain control circuitry is used to maintain the amplitudes of the buffered, tuned circuit 
voltages at the same amplitudes as those from the sine-cosine potentiometer and 
from the integrated circuit sine wave generators. 

The four clock phase gates are generated by decoding the outputs of zero 
crossing voltage level detectors operating from two of the sine wave voltages 90 deg 
apart.   The clock pulses are generated by firing Univibrator circuits at the appropriate 
transitions of the decoded output voltages.   A combined clock pulse, which operates at 
four times the sine wave (or rotating field) frequency, is produced as an "or" function 
of the four Individual clock pulses. 
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Figure 6-31.   Bubble Domain Memory Exercisor 

6.3.2   Data Processor 

The data processor consists basically of x-y field gating circuitry, timing, 
addressing, digital data input, output and error checking circuitry. 

The use of voltage precharge on the capacitors in the series tuned x-y coil and 
capacitor circuits to provide peak coil current within the first quarter cycle after 
turn-on requires use of voltage levels (above about 200 kHz) which available power 
transistors will not tolerate.   Therefore, the exerciser is designed using current 
precharge instead of voltage precharge. 

X-y field gating circuitry generates three gates for the x-coil current amplifier 
and three similar gates for the y-coil current amplifier.   These three gates apply the 
appropriate (1) sine wave, (2) inverted sine wave, or (3) d-c voltage equal to the sine 
wave peak voltage to the x and y amplifiers so that the x-y field can r>e made to pre- 
charge and hold at the peak value and then start rotation in either direction.   Instan- 
taneous reversal after stopping at the peak value or discharge to z jro level under 
automatic electronic control can be effected after a number of cycles have been run. 
The number of precharge and discharge cycles, the number of run cycles, and the 
number of alternate forward/reverse cycles can be set as desired using control panel 
thumbwheel switches.   The numbers of cycles provided for are: 

1. 1 to 100 Precharge/Discharge Cycles 

2. 1 to 1000 Run Cycles 

3. 1 to 1000 Forward/Reverse Cycles 
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Forward/reverse control is achieved by selecting the forward, the reverse or the 
forward/reverse mode.   The forwr.rd/reverse mode is needed when visual observa- 
tion of bubble domain propagation is desired for margin characterization of the register 
performance.   The field can be started manually using a start pushbutton, or can be 
restarted automatically after a panel controlled off time (0. 5 to 5 sec) for visual 
obser .-ation of bubble domains.   The field can be stopped manually, using a STOP 
pushbuUrm or can be stopped automatically after the preset number of RUN cycles or 
after one cycle through the entire memory register. 

The timing and addressing circuitry consists basically of a bit time counter, a 
word time counter, and address counter, memory size and address coincidence gates 
and control logic circuitry.   The bit time and word time counters count the rotations 
of the x-y field so that the exerciser maintains synchronism with actual bubble 
positions.   The period of the bit time and word time counters can be set to corres- 
pond with the memory track by using the memory size switches.   These switches 
have a capacity for 1 to 9,999,999 eight-bit words, plus one to eight extra bits to 
provide for registers which are not an even multiple of eight bits. 

The address counter can be preset to select any eight-bit word address to be 
read or written.   It can be made to increment up or down (or not increment) each 
time a word is used, so that an automatic sweep through the memory is possible. 
The contents of the address counter are displayed on the front panel.   Writing or 
reading of eight-bit words can be done one at a time using the WRITE or READ push- 
buttons or continually using the CONT. WRITE and/or CONT.  READ SWITCHES. 

The digital data input, output and error checking circuitries consist of:   input, 
output and shift registers; delay circuits to allow for variations in the relative posi- 
tions of annihilator, generator and detector on various register designs; and error 
detector and display circuits.   Eight-bit parallel data from control panel toggle 
switches (or from a connector on the rear of the Data Processor chassis) is parallel 
loaded into a continually shifting 8-bit input data register each time a write pulse 
occurs.   The memory input data shifted out of this register is distributed, in the 
Interface Unit, to appropriate bubble memory register chips.   The write pulse is 
delayed by an amount preset in three octal digit control panel thumbwheel switches to 
allow for the bit distance from the detector to the generator loop.   Maximum delay 
is 177 octal (127 steps).   The write pulse is also delayed in a similar set of three 
octal digit control panel switches to allow for the bit distance from the detector to the 
annihilator loop.   Each of these delayed write pulses generates an annihilator gate 
which generates eight annihilator pulses in the Interface Unit.    Memory output data 
from the detector amplifier(s) are shifted into another 8-bit register continually and 
the resulting parallel data are parallel loaded into an output data register each time a 
delayed read pulse occurs.   The contents of the output register are displayed on the 
control panel by eight binary LED indicators and these data are also available at a 
connector on the rear of the data processor chassis. 

For single phase (single register) operation, the input and output data shift 
registers step at the field rotation rate.    For two-phase (register in each of two 
quadrants) operation the input and output data shift registers a step at twice the field 
rotation rate and an 8-bit word consists of four bits from each of two quadrants.   For 
four phase (register in each of four quadrants) operation, the input and output data 
shift registers step at four times the field rotation rate and an 8-bit word consists of 
2-bits from each of four quadrants. 
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Each time an 8-bit word is read, continuously, the read data are compared, 
bit-for-bit with that which was written.   Error signals set flip-flops which turn on 
error lights.   Four error lights with a common reset are provided to indicate errors 
in bits 1 or 5, 2 or 6, 3 or 7, and 4 or 8.   In the four-phase mode, each error light 
displays errors from a different quadrant.   In the two-phase mode, even bit errors 
are from one quadrant and odd bit errors are from the opposite quadrant. 

6.3 3   Interface Unit 

The Interface Unit consists of the x-y coil current waveform multiplexers and 
amplifiers, the annihilator and generator loop current pulse generators and the 
detector signal amplifiers.   In the coll driver section, gate voltages irom the Data 
Processor control the x and y drive amplifiers.   The x amplifier selects either; a 
90 deg sine wave; a 270 deg sine wave; or a peak d-c voltage.   The x and y amplifiers 
use current feedback to generate x and y coil currents (0 to about 5A peak) propor- 
tional to the selected (multiplexed) amplifier inputs.   The x-peak and y-peak voltages 
are derived from x-y gain potentiometers on the same shafts as the potentiometers 
that the sine waves are obtained from so that peak voltages selected will match the 
peaks of the sine waves selected at the amplifier inputs. 

In the pulse driver section, the Interface Unit generate^ annihilator and 
generator loop current pulses for each of four bubble memory register quadrants. 
The amplitudes, pulsewidths and phase times for each of the eight pulse generators 
required are controllable from the Interface Unit Control Panel.   The memory input 
data shifted from the Data Processor input shift register are distributed to the four 
generator loop pulse generators by the clock phase gates from the Timing Generator 
and by the 1, 2 or 4-phase mode control voltages from the Data Processor turns on 
the four annihilator pulse generators.   Phase times for the pulse generators are 
derived from level detectors operating from the sine waves from the Timing 
Generator. 

In the sensing section, special detector cards are used for each type of 
operation.   For single-phase operation, the detector element is used in a bridge 
circuit with a dummy detector element.   For two-phase operation, the detector 
element for the quadrant 1 register is in the same bridge circuit as the detector 
element for the quadrant 3 register and one preamplifier generates pulses of one 
polarity for quadrant 2 bubbles.   For four-phase operation, a second preamplifier 
serves quadrants 2 and 4 as the first preamplifier serves quadrants 1 and 3.   The 
Interface Unit provides panel controls for bridge supply voltages, bridge balance 
voltages and threshold control.   The preamplifier typically has a voltage gain of 80. 
Pulse amplifiers following the preamplifiers raise signals to logic levels.   D-c 
restoration is provided and sampling phase time is controllable from the panel. 
Detector outputs are combined logically as determined by the 1, 2 or 4-phase mode 
cr -trol and fed to the Data Processor for serial to parallel conversion and transfer 
to the data output register at the appropriate times. 
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SECTION 7 
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APPENDIX A 

BUBBLE  MATERIAL OVERVIEW 

Although bubble materials work was not carried out on this contract, a brief 
review is included for completeness of the report.   This section begins with a discus- 
sion of bubble material properties needed to meet the overall goals of this program, 
followed with a review of current bubble compositions and concluded with comments 
on the directions of research on bubble materials. 

a data 

A.I     BUBBLE MATERIAL PARAMETERS 

The device goals of this program include a bit density of IM bit/in. 
rate of 1 MHz, and an operating temperature range of 25 ± 50oC. 

A. 1.1   Bit Density 

The first goal, a bit density of 1 M bit/in.2, is realized by 6\im bubbles propaga- 
ting on a pattern with a 24fjm period (P).   This bubble size can be produced in most 
garnet systems by adjustments in magnetization, anisotropy, film thickness and bias 
field.   Thus, bubble size by itself is not a limiting factor but certain device operation 
constraints make it a little more difficult to attain.   For example, a magnetization 
(4TTM) of ~175G is desirable for ease of detection, and the operatLig margins (separation 
of bias field values for bubble run-out and collapse) should be as large as possible. 
From Thiele's theory, the largest margins occur when the bubble diameter is 8( in a 
film of 41 thickness, where I is the characteristic length.   Thus, from crw ■ iirM^t, 
where (rw wall energy, a 6pm bubble in a S^m-thick film with a 47rM of 175G has a 
wall energy of 0.18 erg/cm2. 

A. 1.2  Data Rate 

The second goal, a data rate (S) of 1 MHz, requires a bubble velocity (v) of 
2400 cm/sec from v = SP.   By employing bubble circuits in quadrature, a more 
realistically attainable v of 600 cm/sec is required for S of 250 kHz.   From 

V'Zf   (AH 
bubble (AH) and coercivity (Hc).   Assuming AH is 3 Oe and Hc is negligibly small, fiw 
is 400 cm/sec-Oe.   This values for v and jiw are average values; maximum values 
required by some portions of device circuitry may be twice as large.   In addition, 
at low temperatures JA™ decreases and Hc increases so that for operation over the 
temperature range, the room temperature pw should be over two times the average 
value or about 1000 cm/sec-Oe. 

4-Hc), the wall mobility   (pw) may be estimated for a gradient across a 

I 

Anomalous dynamic and static behavior occurs with "hard" bubbles which can 
introduce errors in the data stream of a bubble device.   In particular, these bubbles 
exhibit lower mobilities than normal bubbles and may propagate at some angle to the 
gradient field.   Also, bubble collapse takes place over a large range of bias fields. 
These hard bubble properties are attributed to the presence of a number of alternating 
Neel and Bloch segments in the domain wall.   Hard bubble suppression techniques have 
been developed which involve "capping" the bubble film with another layer so as to limit 
the number of Neel and Block transitions to two.   Typically, the cap is produced by ion 
implantation or an additional garnet or permalloy film. 
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Another problem in operating a bubble device at a high data rate is dynamic 
conversion.   This term is used to describe the erratic behavior of a bubble driven 
faster than a critical velocity (vD) which results in the bubble moving either at ; reduced 
velocity or at some angle (other than parallel) to the field gradient.   Such behavior may 
also introduce errors in the data stream of a bubble device.   Dynamic conversion is 
associated with the configuration of the bubble domain wall spin structure but is 
independent of hard bubble suppression..   Since bubble behavior is predictable below 
Vp, it is necessary to operate a device at velocities below this value. 

A. 1.3   Extended Temperature Range 

The next program goal is that of operating over the temperature range of 
25 ± 50oC.   Since the bubble diameter must remain in proportion to the spacing of the 
propagation pattern for the device to operate, the bubble size must be approximately 
constant during temperature excursions.   The memory will employ a permanent 
magnet structure to provide the bias field.   Inasmuch as both bubble domain material 
and permanent magnet material properties change with temperature, the temperature 
coefficients of magnetization of the bubble material and the permanent magnet material 
must be closely matched over the temperature range. 

Another aspect of reliable device operation over the temperature range is that 
aw must be sufficiently great.   In instances where (rw is low, uncontrolled bubble 
generation and collapse occurs.   The problem is prevalent in materials with low values 
of uniaxial anisotropy and low Neel temperatures. 

A.2    CURRENT BUBBLE COMPOSITIONS 

Table A-l lists bubble compositions which have been considered for use in 
devices during the past year.   The material parameter values listed are typical but 
may be altered slightly by changes in composition, growth conditions or film thickness. 
All of these films are nominally e^jn thick with a 4TrM of 175G. 

Table A-l.   Room Temperature Properties of Current Bubble Materials 

Nominal Composition 
/w 

cm/sec-Oe erg/cm^ T* 
Vp (calc) 
cm/sec 

Y2.5EUo.5Gal.lFe3.9012 
500 0.17 135 1000 

Y2.1Eu0.6Tm0.3Gal.lFe3.9O12 
400 0.18 142 800 

Yl.6Eu0.8Tm0.6Gal.0Fe4.0O12 
300 0.23 148 900 

Y2.6Sm0.4Ga1.2Fe3.8 
200 0.17 124 750 

Yl..rt.3Elb.lCal.0Gel.0Fe4.0Q12 
2500 0.14 183 2300 

i_ — ——— 
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The first three bubble materials contain Y and Eu with increasing amounts of 
Eu and Tm    The ürst compositions with the highest nw. suffers from a slightly low 
T and I?ow (or positive) magnetostriction constant so that ^rdl^e i^pwistott 
bv ion imoirn ation is not practical.   The third composition has the highest <rw and TN 
of the thr^e and provides relatively stable properties over the temperature range. 

THP npxt romoosition containing Y and Sm has a low rw and TN so that high 
tempemture operS is Umited.   The low .w also limits operation at low temperatures. 

The last composition has been investigated least extensively but its high ^ 
TM and v   make it quite attractive.   The low aw may be adequate for high temperature 
LNerat1onCTNis s^high.This appears to be the only composition in Table A-l w h 
the potential of meeting all of the material goals. 

A.3    DIRECTION OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN BUBBLE MATERIALS 

In order to meet and extend device performance goals, new bubble compositions 
will conünue to be evaluated for higher bit density, higher data rate and extended 
^mPeraturU

e
e
range.   To carry this out. smaller diameter bubbles, higher^ and v 

Indhlgher T^ SS be soughtf In addition, hard bubble suppression techniques will^e 

optimized. 

Besides improving bubble material properties there will be an effort to reduce 
phio costs further.   This involves the continuing development of procedures .or 
nrSucTng numbers of very low defect count films of uniform composition and thickness 
Ä haf e sSnciently similar properties to operate in the same ^as he d    A neces- 
Taiy requirement is that substrate size increase whixe substrate crystal quality and 
surface finish remain at least as good as at present. 
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APPENDIX B 

BUBBLE MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR CONSTANT BUBBLE DIAMETER 

Since bubble materials are in general temperature sensitive, bias field 
compensation techniques (Para 3.2 and 3.3) must be employed to increase the operating 
temperature range of magnetic bubble devices.   The bubble diameter is the only 
SrLl/device parameter that can be controlled by this technique where it is desired 
to hold it constant over the operating temperature range    The other parameters such 
as wall mobility u.w, wall energy <TW, magnetization 4TrM and the characteristic length! 
are not Effected by^he bias fieW variation and are controlled by the material composition 
alone.   In this appendix the material considerations required to maintain a constant 
bubble diameter using practical bias field variation techniques are discussed.   The 
actual growth and composition requirements of the material are not covered in this 

appendix. 

The starting point is the stability condition for bubble domains 

"E     4trM (?)  "  F(S-)   - (B-l) 

where F(d/h) is the magnetostatic force function derived by Thiele,     i is the 
characteristic length, and d is the domain diameter in a film of thickness h under a 
bias field H.   Differentiating with respect to tempeiature and collecting terms yields 

4ITM     d(l/h) 
H(d/hj     dT 

H 4TTM 

H{d/h)   )4ITM 

dF     1 d(d/h) IdH   _   1 dM 
"d(d7h)(    dT      +   HdT       MdT 

~=   0 
(B-2) 

The term in braces contains the quantity H/4TTM which is greater than the slope of F in 
eraphical solutions of Eq (B-l) up to the collapse field at which point the quantities 
become equal.   Thus, for bubbles in otable equilibrium, the term in braces is always 
a pos™ ^quantity which will be represented by the symbol S.   Equation (B-2) may now 
be rewritten using an abbreviated notation for temperature coefficients, e.g., 

HT  =  ~ ?§■ and cancelling out the film thickness terms 
■*■        H  dT 

4ITM 
Hd 

+ Hn Mr -   0. (B-3) 

Since this relationship contains four temperature coefficients, ^ cf.868™^ ke 

considered lor determining the requirements on the behavior:  (1) of the b as field, and 
(2) of the bubble domain material to produce constant bubble diameter during temperature 

excursions. 

lA.A. Thiele, "The Theory of Cylindrical Magnetic Domains, " B.S.T.J. 48 3287(1969). 
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B.2. CASE I:  CONSTANT BIAS FIELD 

With a constant bias field, the conditions for a constant bubble diameter are 
solely dependent on material properties, for HT If zero.   Thus 

4ITMS 4TTM {B-4) 

Through the characteristic length, the bubble domain diameter is influenced by the 
wall energy a    in addition to the magnetization, as shown by the definition 

| =   a ,/4TTM2. (B-5) 
w 

Differentiating this expression with respect to temperature and utilizing the abbreviated 
notation yields 

iT   =   awT - 2MT. (B-6) 

Substitution of (B-6) into (B-4) and collecting terms yields 

4nMS 
H 

Jw w 
dT   =   <1 + MHd)MT-   MHd-^T- 

(B-7) 

Since ff   = 4(AKU)1/2 for 180 deg walls in uniaxial materials, (rwT is negative because 

both the exchange constant A and the anisotropy constant Ku decrease with increasing 
temperature.   The quantities <rw, M, H and d are all positive so that the sign of the 
temperature dependence of domain diameter is controlled by the MT term.   Thus: 

1. If MT is positive or zero, dx is positive and the domain diameter will 
increase with increasing temperature. 

2. If MT is negative, dT can be either positive or negative depending on the 
;lative magnitudes of MT and 'rWT.   The point at which dT = 0 is given by rei 

m 

MT   - "MHd + 2aw '"wT- 
(B-8) 

Using typical values of aw  "  0.20 erg/cm2 and 4TTM  =   175 gauss in Eq (B-5) 
yields 1=   0.82^1X1.    Ford   «  81 -  6.6 Htm and H  -   0.3 (4ITM)   -   52 Oe, Eq (B-8) 
reduces to MT « 0. 23 o^.   Assuming a Unear decrease in aw between 250C and the 

Neel temperature of 150oC gives a (rwT of 

'wT 
= -Jj-   ^ =  (^L){Z^0)  m   _o.80Percent/CO. 

<rw     AT       v0.20'   1250° 
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The „tu. coemclent of »V^^*^ ÄS'f 
thus typically MT - (0. "»'-^"J.^'/vs temperature characterlatle must have a 
fj^ÄÄ« ÄÄÄ; f. to Remain reasonably eoustaut. 

B.3 CASE II; CONSTANT CHARACTERISTIC LENGTH 

Eq .ÄÄ^mp^e ÄSÄÄVrÄÄ must 
be related as 

Vr = 2M
T- 

(B-9) 

Stuee .wT is a.ways „egattve. U U obvious that MT must a.so be negative te fulllU 

the requirements of this Case. 

When £T is zero' Eq (B'3) becomeS 

41™S   dT   =   MT - HT. 
H 

(B-10) 

In this Case lor dT = 0, ^^^ZT^c^^^Z^e  " 
ÄÄ r A" TÄS "Äu« coemclent 0. blas „ehl must 
also be negative. 

8.4 CASE 111:  CONSTANT MAGNETIZATION 

Although the temperature « -«^^ ^ SS'ln^ec W  ' 

4TTMß „     ,   4TTMS 

"Hd"   £T H 
dT + HT   -   0. 

(B-ll) 

For dT  »' 0, the r 

4TTM2 

equired temperature eoefficient of bias field is given by 

(B-12) 

Hn Hd 

Ef3ÄsaS0Äre Ä ^Ärst-a^UtLlou Is HT - +0.2S 
to +0.55 Percent/CO. 

2D.H. Smith and W.A. Anderson. AIP Conf. Proc 5. 185 (1972) 
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B.5 CASE IV: NONE OF THE VARIABLES HELD CONTANT 

The bias field behavior required for constant bubble diameter from Eq (B-3) 
is given by 

HT   =   MT - -jjj-  lT. (B-13) 

Since 2 is a function of M, a more explicit relation is obtained by substituting Eq (B-6) 
into Eq (B-13) to yield 

HT   =   (1 
2rw 

MHd 
w 

)   MT "   MHd    ^wT- (B-14) 

As before, crw, M, H and d are positive, while o-wT is negative.   Hence the sign of the 
bias field coefficient required to make d^  =  0 depends on the sign of M^.   Thus, there 
are two possible conditions: 

1. If Mf is positive, Hp must equal the sum of two positive terms. 

2. If Mx is negative, H-j- can be either positive or negative depending on the 
relative magnitudes of Mj. and ff

wX' 

Of the four cases presented. Case II in which the characteristic length is held 
constant is the most desirable for obtaining the widest operating temperature range 
using bias field variation techniques.   Maintaining a constant £ results in a temperature 
independent bubble collapse field Hcoii.   If the stability margin also remains constant 
then a constant operating bubble diameter can be maintained without approaching the 
collapse or stripout points at either temperature extreme.   Of course in this case the 
operating temperature limits will be determined b* the bubble mobility (affects data 
rate) at the low temperature end and the wall energy (affects spontaneous nucleation 
and stripping) at the upper temperature end. 
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APPENDIX C. 

METHOD OF DETERMINING THE MAGNETIC FIELD OF A PARALLEL PLATE STRUCTURE 

Standard magnetic circuit mathematical techniques( ) are used to solve this 
structure (Figure C-l).   This is not a simple magnetic circuit and approximations 
given below are used to calculate the permeance P of the various magnetic paths. 

(1) Flux Corridor Shapes 

Semi Circular Cylinder: 

Half Annuli; 

<rl>   =1.22g 

^A>   = 0.322 g 

P  =0.26^1 

«> ■ W) 
<A>   =tl 

P  =0.64-T 

Pi 

when 

Spherical Quadrant: 

Quadrant of Spherical Shells: 

g<3t 

..|ii.(t + |) 

<i>   =i.3g 

<A>    =0.1g2 

P     =0.077fig 

<l>      =TT/2(t+g) 

<A>   -J(t + f) 

4 

(C-l) 

(C-2) 

(C-3) 

(C-4) 

(C-5) 

The total flux «I from the magnet is equal to the flux in the air gap between the 
parallel plates 

B   A      =  FBA,, mm g   g 
(C-8) 

WH. C. Roters, Electromagnetic Devices, John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1942 
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Figure C-l.   Parallel Plate Magnetic Circuit with Tuning Screw and Shunt Pin 
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F in Eq C-6 is a form factor which takes into account the leakage flux of the structure. 
The form factor is given by 

F   •  5F (C-7) 

where P e is the permeance of the air gap and P-p is the total permance of the structure. 
The permeance for a simple path (between parallel surfaces) of permeability t^and 
length I and area A is given by 

^ 
(C-8) 

Using Eqs (C-l) through (C-5) for the more complex path Pg  and Pj for the structure 
can be determined to approximately 10 percent accuracy. 

The permeance of the high permeability parallel plates is assumed to be negligible. 
As long as the plates are not saturated anywhere this assumption is true.   The highest 
flux density in the plates occurs just above the magnets.   An estimate of the required 
thickness can be made by the following equation 

B     A 
B   -     ^   fß    <  B__ (C-9) 

t .D 
P 

sat 

where D is the penmeter of the magnet and tp is the thickness of the plates.   Using 
Gauss' law 6!T.dT=   0 

H    f 
m m H i 

gg 
(C-10) 

where Hm, ^m and Hg    C are the magnetic field and length of the magnet and air gap 
respectively.    Combining Eqs (C-6) and (C-9) 

B 
m 

Hm m 
B 

A i 
m       g 

(C-ll) 

where -M^   is the effective permeability (or demagnetization factor) for the magnet, 
"m 

The simultaneous solution of this equation with the demagnetization curve of the magnet 
(Figure C-2) gives values for Bm and Hm respectively. Using these values in Eq (C-6) 
determines the magnetic field in the air gap H„. 

Shunt pins which divert flux away from the air gap can be used for coarse tuning. 
If the pins are saturated when placed between the parallel plates, they essentially sub- 
tract from the area of the magnets such that the effective area of the magnets becomes 

A       =  A 
m m (1- Bm  Am 

) (C-12) 

where Bs and As are the saturation flux density and area of the shunt. 

Fine tuning can be effected by a high permeability screw. The tuning range can 
be determined by recalculating Hg with the screw inserted into the air gap. The total 
permeance now includes the permeance of the tuning screw so that 

AHtuning = Hg "   "'g (C-13) 
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APPENDIX D 

TEMPERATURE PROPERTIES OF YEuTm 65GalG 

In this phase of the program the bubble material Yi. 7Tm0. 65Eu0. 65Gal. 06 
Fe3 94012 has been chosen to be used for the deliverable magnetic bubble memory 
devices (Para 6.1).   Also the temperature compensated bias structure (Para 3.3 and 
6. 2) has been designed to match the temperature variation of this material.    In this 
appendix the temperature properties of this material are presented for comparison 
and completeness; several other bubble materials have been included.    A general 
overview of present bubble  materials and their properties is given in Appendix A. 

The stability range for a free bubble (not trapped under a permalloy pattern) 
is shown versus temperature in Figure D-l.   The collapse field is not constant 
with temperature as desired (see Para 3.1 or Appendix B) since the characteristic 
length £ is not temperature independent (Figure D-2).   However, for a constant bubble 
diameter of 7.5 \im and as long as the mobility permits, there is no problem in 
operating this material over a temperature range of at least 0oC to 70oC because the 
collapse or stripout regions are not approached too closely.   (This particular 
sample has a strip width a little too large for a 24 |im pattern. 

The variation of the bias field necessary to maintain a constant bubble diameter 
with temperature is shown in Figure D-3.   This information is the most important 
as far as the temperature compensated bias technique is concerned.   The average 
temperature coefficient of this material is   -0.99 percent/0C between 0oC and 80oC. 

The same curve is shown in Figure D-4 for a SmYIG material and a EuTm 3 
composition. The Sm sample has a temperature coefficient three times that of the 
EuTm>65 and would require a different magnet composition (e.g., barium ferrite, 
Table 3-3) to maintain temperature compensation. The EuTm^ temperature 
coefficient is slightly greater than that of EuTm^gs; due partially to the lower bias 
field required for this particular sample. 

The magnetization temperature dependence is shown in Figure D-5. 
smallest for the EuTm^ composition. 

It is 

Tue bubble velocity versus drive field at three temperature for the EuTm< g5 
composition is shown in Figure D-6.   Although the mobility for this particular sample 
is lower than the nominal mobility for this composition (o"w -300 cm/sec-Oe), this 
sample will apparently operate satisfactorily down to 0oC at a data rate of 100 kHz 
on a 24 H-m pattern if the drive field is 5 Oe or higher.   (It is assumed here that a 
peak velocity about twice the average velocity of a bubble under these conditions is 
required).   It is estimated from device modeling work being carried out in this 
laboratory that these drive fields are nominal for field access circuits. 

Finally, the wall energy variation Is shown In Figure D-7.   The wall energy is 
well above the 0.1 erg/cm2 lower limit requirement (Para 3.1.1) at 70oC and thus can 
be expected to operate satisfactorily up to this temperature limit. 
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Figure D-2.   Characteristic Length *'s Temperature 
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